Revealing non-genetic adhesive variations in clonal populations by comparative single-cell force spectroscopy.
Cell populations often display heterogeneous behavior, including cell-to-cell variations in morphology, adhesion and spreading. However, better understanding the significance of such cell variations for the function of the population as a whole requires quantitative single-cell assays. To investigate adhesion variability in a CHO cell population in detail, we measured integrin-mediated adhesion to laminin and collagen, two ubiquitous ECM components, by AFM-based single-cell force spectroscopy (SCFS). CHO cells generally adhered more strongly to laminin than collagen but population adhesion force distributions to both ECM components were broad and partially overlapped. To determine the levels of laminin and collagen binding in individual cells directly, we alternatingly measured single cells on adjacent microstripes of collagen and laminin arrayed on the same adhesion substrate. In repeated measurements (≥60) individual cells showed a stable and ECM type-specific adhesion response. All tested cells bound laminin more strongly, but the scale of laminin over collagen binding varied between cells. Together, this demonstrates that adhesion levels to different ECM components are tightly yet differently set in each cell of the population. Adhesion variability to laminin was non-genetic and cell cycle-independent but scaled with the range of α6 integrin expression on the cell surface. Adhesive cell-to-cell variations due to varying receptor expression levels thus appear to be an inherent feature of cell populations and should to be considered when fully characterizing population adhesion. In this approach, SCFS performed on multifunctional adhesion substrates can provide quantitative single-cell information not obtainable from population-averaging measurements on homogeneous adhesion substrates.